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Index

TOF
LOR
i
j
Aij
nij
yi
nj
Nj
Ni
sensj
ri
si
tb
∆t
tl
c

2

time-of-flight
line-of-response
LOR or detector pair index
voxel index
element of the system matrix for voxel j and LOR i
number of counts emitted from voxel j and detected in LOR i
number of counts detected in LOR i
sum of nij over i
number of voxels
number of detector P
pairs or LORs
voxel sensitivity = i Aij
random count rate for LOR i
scattered count rate for LOR i
TOF bin index
TOF measurement (difference between arrival times of coincident photons)
TOF measurement ∆t converted into delta length along the LOR (shift from
the LOR center)
speed of light

Definition

TOF measurement of the difference of arrival times of coincident photons, for detection units c1 and
c2 , and arrival times t1 and t2 , where ∆t is positive for events closer to c2 , is
∆t = t1 − t2

(1)

This ∆t can be converted into its spatial equivalent, tl , which represents the shift along the LOR
with respect to the LOR center:
∆t ∗ c
(2)
2
The spatial TOF uncertainty function is modeled as a Gaussian function of length l along the
LOR, normalized so that its integral equals 1. The parameters of the Gaussian are its (spatial)
standard deviation σ and its center tl . In CASToR, this spatial standard deviation is obtained from
the FWHM parameter given in units of time.
tl =

1 l−tl 2
1
√ exp− 2 ( σ )
σ 2π

3

(3)

MLEM reconstruction for sinogram data with binned TOF information

Starting assumptions
1

yitb =

X

Aijtb λj + ritb + sitb

(4)

j

X

yitb = yi

(5)

Aijtb = Aij

(6)

tb

Consequences
X
tb

X

ritb = ri

(7)

sitb = si

(8)

tb

X
tb

Equation
update =

XX
i

3.1

yitb
j Aijtb λj + ritb + sitb

Aijtb ∗ P

tb

(9)

System matrix

The difference between the computation of Aij and Aijtb is in the component that stands for the
length of the LOR through a voxel: the integration along LOR i over voxel j is replaced by the
integration along LOR i over voxel j weighted by the TOF uncertainty Gaussian function, plus
an additional integration over the TOF bin. yitb is the sum of all detected counts whose TOF
measurement is inside the range of the TOF bin tb .
Z
Aijtb =

lbin /2

Z

lbin /2

Z

Aij (tl )dtl =
−lbin /2

−lbin /2

Gaussianσ,tl (l)dldtl

(10)

lvox

As this is a bit complicated to implement and computation costly, Aijtb are implemented by
omitting the integration over the TOF bin, and by normalizing the computed coefficients to ensure
that eq.6 is satisfied. If the exact formula were used, there would be no need for normalization. This
somewhat implies that the convolution with the TOF bin width can be approximated by a single
multiplicative factor for all TOF coefficients for a single voxel.
The integration of the Gaussian over the LOR portion can be performed with 2 calls to erf, or
it can be approximated with the value of the Gaussian at the voxel center multiplied by the length
of the LOR portion over the voxel. The first implementation is more accurate but approximately
2 times slower compared to the second one. Therefore, in CASToR, the first implementation was
chosen when it was convenient to chain calls to erf and reuse results from previous calls, often for
list-mode TOF projection, and the second one was chosen otherwise, often for TOF bin projection.
The TOF implementation depends also on projector type and implementation.
Aijtb are not null for tb outside the LOR because of the imprecision of the system TOF measurement (there is a non null probability that an emitted count is detected by the scanner as having a
TOF measurement beyond LOR end points).
Truncation of the Gaussian is implemented and can be modified by specifying the number of
standard deviations to take into account, the default value being set to 3σ.

3.2

Random and scatter counts

Random and scatter estimations follow the same integration over the TOF bin:

2

Z
ritb =

lbin /2

ri (tl )dtl

(11)

si (tl )dtl

(12)

−lbin /2
Z lbin /2

sitb =

−lbin /2

As random coincidences rate is estimated in practice for the whole LOR, and therefore the
whole TOF ∆t range, the random rate per TOF bin can be obtained by artificially dividing the
total random rate by the total number of TOF bins, so that eq.7 is satisfied. The number of TOF
bins should span the system coincidence detection time window.
Random count rate is estimated as the product of detectors single rates and the system coincidence detection time window, and does not depend on TOF nor on LOR length. Random
coincidences can be associated with any ∆t that the scanner can measure and provide, inside or
outside the LOR.
Sinogram scatter rate may be estimated from list-mode estimation by convolving it with the
TOF bin function, or directly in sinogram TOF bin format, which includes convolution with TOF
uncertainty.

3.3

CASToR datafile

When writing the CASToR datafile, the random rate estimation should be ri , for the whole LOR,
and the scatter estimation should be sitb .
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MLEM reconstruction of list-mode data with continuous TOF
information

Starting assumptions
X

yi (tl ) =

Aij (tl )λj + ri (tl ) + si (tl )

(13)

j

Z

tlmax

yi (tl )dtl = yi

(14)

Aij (tl )dtl = Aij

(15)

tlmin

Consequences
Z

tlmax

tlmin

Z

tlmax

ri (tl )dtl = ri

(16)

si (tl )dtl = si

(17)

tlmin

Z

tlmax

tlmin

Equation
update =

X
coinc

1
j Aij (tl )λj + ri (tl ) + si (tl )

Aij (tl ) ∗ P

3

(18)

4.1

System matrix

The difference between the computation of Aij and Aijtb is in the component that stands for the
length of the LOR through a voxel: the integration along LOR i over voxel j is replaced by the
integration along LOR i over voxel j weighted by the TOF uncertainty Gaussian function.
Z
(19)
Aij (tl ) =
Gaussianσ,tl (l)dl
lvox

The integration of the Gaussian over the LOR portion can be performed with 2 calls to erf, or
it can be approximated with the value of the Gaussian at the voxel center multiplied by the length
of the LOR portion over the voxel. The first implementation is more accurate but approximately
2 times slower compared to the second one. Therefore, in CASToR, the first implementation was
chosen when it was convenient to chain calls to erf and reuse results from previous calls, often for
list-mode TOF projection, and the second one was chosen otherwise, often for TOF bin projection.
The TOF implementation depends also on projector type and implementation.
Aij (tl ) are not null for tl outside the LOR because of the imprecision of the system TOF measurement (there is a non null probability that an emitted count is detected by the scanner as having
a TOF measurement beyond LOR end points).
Truncation of the Gaussian is implemented and can be modified by specifying the number of
standard deviations to take into account, the default value being set to 3σ.
The integration of normalized Gaussians over continuous whole tl range should be equal to 1, so
the equation eq.15 should be satisfied.

4.2

Random and scatter counts

As random coincidences rate is estimated in practice for the whole LOR, and therefore the whole
TOF ∆t range, the random rate for list-mode can be obtained by artificially dividing the total
random rate by the total range of the spatial equivalent of TOF measurements, tlmax − tlmin , so that
eq.16 is satisfied. The range of TOF values should be equivalent to the system coincidence detection
time window.

ri (tl ) =

ri
tlmax − tlmin

(20)

Random count rate is estimated as the product of detectors single rates and of the system
coincidence detection time window, and does not depend on TOF nor on LOR length. Random
coincidences can be associated with any ∆t that the scanner can measure and provide, inside or
outside the LOR.
Scatter can be estimated directly for the list-mode, or if only sinogram scatter estimation is
available, one can assume that the scatter is approximately constant over a TOF bin, and obtain
the list-mode scatter by dividing the TOF bin scatter by the spatial width of the TOF bin.
List-mode reconstruction may also be implemented with a sinogram reconstruction that uses
very small TOF bins.

4.3

CASToR datafile

When writing the CASToR datafile, the random rate estimation should be ri , for the whole LOR,
and the scatter estimation should be si (tl ).
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Sensitivity

As the sensitivity of a voxel is the sum of this voxel system matrix projection elements over all LORs
and over all TOF bins, and as eq.6 is satisfied, the sensitivity should be the same for TOF and non
TOF data, for sinogram or list-mode data.
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